With Brightree, Everyone Wins!

Patients receive the best possible care through consistent adherence to care plans.

Clinicians enjoy documenting at the point-of-care and eliminate "homework" and travel time to and from the office to get information.

Office teams can cut billing time by 50% with complete documentation right from the start.

Care teams can slash OASIS documentation time by 30%.

Financial managers can save significant IT and administrative staff costs with Brightree's cloud-based solution.

Compliance managers can sail through surveys and audits with all the right data at their fingertips.

Brightree® Home Health
Improve care. Maximize compliance. Protect reimbursements.
With Brightree Home Health everyone wins!

Brightree Home Health is a comprehensive EHR solution. It provides the ideal combination of a cloud-based back-office system and a native iPad® point-of-care app. The result is a solution where everyone wins!

Clinicians feel comfortable and empowered to document at the point-of-care; Directors of Nursing know everyone is following best practices and meeting regulatory requirements; office teams can slash Quality Assurance time, speed billing and protect reimbursements; and patients receive the best possible care.

With Brightree, there’s no need to sacrifice compliance for clinician ease-of-use. The point-of-care app makes documenting at the bedside a natural part of patient care.

Natural
Designed with the help of clinicians and taking full advantage of the iPad's intuitive interface, Brightree’s point-of-care app feels like a natural extension of the care clinicians provide. It’s so easy to learn and use, clinicians won’t want to document any other way!

Intelligent
CareTouch Logic™, with built-in intelligence, guides documentation best practices resulting in more complete and accurate visit records. Other solutions touting “easy” fall short of the disciplined data capture required by regulatory mandates. Work simply shifts to the Quality Assurance team to collect missing information to fill in compliance gaps. Not with Brightree.

Compliant
Built-in checks alert clinicians to all mandatory and missing information for visit documentation. Best practices are enforced by requiring completion before submission. The ability to document at the bedside not only improves accuracy, it eliminates “homework” for the clinicians as well.

Untethered
Brightree Home Health point-of-care doesn't tie clinicians to the Internet. They have “at-your-fingertips” access to everything they need, anywhere they are. With Brightree, clinicians can make every assessment, visit and activity complete, compliant and consistent, regardless of Internet access.
Clinical Management

- **About Me™** organization cleanly and logically presents what’s most important to clinicians to manage their day, their patients and their calendar.

- **Tap & Go™** speeds both building care plans and documenting against them. Smart content for assessments, problems and mapped interventions aids documenting with minimal typing.

- **SmartJump™** navigation handles interruptions and the natural flow of patient visits with ease. Simply tap to move to the right spots in visit notes and patient records without having to search around.

- **CareTouch Logic™** is the intelligence underlying everything, so you can easily define and implement workflows that drive care plans adhering to your standards.

Revenue Cycle Management

- Speed time to bill submission with timely and complete point-of-care documentation.

- Drive more accurate claims and guard against denials and take backs with thorough documentation integrated into billing.

- Produce cleaner claims with built-in rules and validations which ensure accuracy of bills prior to submission, reducing denials and increasing cash flow.

- Easily manage your financial information with a suite of financial reports.

Administrative Management

- Dramatically reduce Quality Assurance workload when clinicians create complete, compliant, consistent documentation from the start.

- Build business with online referral order entry from athenahealth, the #1 physician practice management system.

- Automatic alerts throughout your workflows keep everyone on task and on time.

- Dashboards and Key Performance Indicators keep you on top of what’s most important.

- Gain insights into the details with hundreds of pre-built and customizable reports.
Maximize Compliance

Enforce documentation best practices with CareTouch Logic, our clinical engine, which intelligently guides clinicians at the point-of-care through decision support for visits.

Ensure no visits are made without an order with rules-based scheduling and order compliance.

Improve Patient Care

Build and document against care plans with Tap & Go – unique to Brightree – there’s no faster, easier way to create, manage and document against care plans. Home Health-specific functionality and content for all disciplines allow clinicians to drive patient assessment, treatment and documentation from the problems/interventions defined in their care plan.

Cut re-hospitalization up to 40% with exclusive, built-in depression assessments developed by Weill Cornell Medical College.

Simplify Clinical Processes

Streamline clinician’s assessments with built-in intelligence that makes documenting visits faster and easier.

Improve communications with Communicate, a HIPAA-compliant mobile messaging app that connects those in the field with the office in real-time.

Easy care coordination with anytime, anywhere access to shared patient information simplifies coordinated care planning and comprehensive assessments.

Increase Operational Efficiencies

Manage by exception with workflow alerts that push critical tasks to the right people before they are due to streamline operations and reduce inefficiencies.

Save clinician time and maximize productivity with point-of-care tools that work both online and off. No trips to the office, air cards or Internet access required at the point-of-care.

Optimize Billing

Drive more accurate claims and guard against denials and take backs with thorough clinical documentation.

Ensure all clinical and patient information is accurate before the claim is dropped through proactive alerts and task hotlists.

Produce cleaner claims with built-in rules and validations which ensure accuracy of bills prior to submission, reducing denials and take backs, and increasing cash flow.

Operate at Peak Performance

Brightree delivers more than software to help your organization operate at peak performance. Choose from the following Extended Services offerings: revenue cycle management, document scanning, electronic claims processing, referral management, electronic fax, integration with SHP, physician portal and electronic visit verification.

Discover how Brightree Home Health can help your organization gain efficiencies, maximize compliance and deliver better patient care – naturally. Request a demo today at [www.brightree.com](http://www.brightree.com) or contact us at [844.GET.BRTE](tel:844.GET.BRTE)(438.2783) or [GETBRTE@brightree.com](mailto:GETBRTE@brightree.com).